• Leader in FOSS-Development
  – NetworkManager, D-Bus, PolicyKit, PackageKit, HAL, FreeIPA, SELinux, PulseAudio, KMS, KVM, Revisor ...
  – Spins – FEL, Security, Games, LXDE, XFCE ...

• 13,323,805 Users
  – ohne OLPC & Downstream Projects
  – only unique IP

• 5000 Contributors
  – developer, artists, administrators,
    web developer, writers, speakers,
    translators
  – gelebte Meritokratie!

• TOP 1 Linux Distro!
  – RHEL, CentOS, AsteriskNOW ...
  – + min. 37 andere
### Communication & Collaboration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fedora-Wiki</th>
<th>Fedora-Email</th>
<th>Fedora-Mailing-Lists</th>
<th>Fedora-Voice</th>
<th>Fedora-Planet</th>
<th>Fedora-IRC</th>
<th>Fedora-Hosted</th>
<th>Fedora-People</th>
<th>Fedora-Gobby</th>
<th>Fedora-Koji&amp;Bodhi</th>
<th>Fedora-Bugzilla</th>
<th>Fedora-Calendaring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Fedora Account System FAS2**
Fedora Account System

- https://admin.fedoraproject.org/accounts/
- https://admin.fedoraproject.org/voting/
- Zentrale Instanz
- Open System – self operating per team
  - Gruppe wird durch den Nutzer gewählt
  - Users, Sponsors, Administrators
- 449 Gruppen
  - ~10000 Accounts
- OpenID Provider
  - http://username.id.fedoraproject.org
- FreeIPA
  - Linux, FDS,Kerberos, NTP, DNS,
    Web and commandline provisioning
    and administration tools

Joerg Simon
Fedora Project Wiki

The Fedora Project wiki is a place for end users and developers to collaborate. You can find more information or add some yourself. Write access to the wiki is limited to those who have Fedora accounts, however, it is not hard to get one. To join the wiki, follow these instructions.

What's the Fedora Project?

The Fedora Project is a global partnership of free software community members. The Fedora Project is sponsored by Red Hat, which invests in our infrastructure and resources to encourage collaboration and incubate innovative new technologies. Some of these technologies may later be integrated into Red Hat products. They are developed in Fedora and produced under a free and open source license from inception, so other free software communities and projects are free to study, adopt, and modify them.

Read an overview to find out what makes Fedora unique, and learn about our core values — the foundations upon which the project is built.

What's inside Fedora?

The Fedora 10 release summary covers our most recent release.

The Release Schedule gives a timeline of the next release, Fedora 11 [Leonidas]. The Feature list documents the features planned for Fedora 11.

How do I get involved?

There are many ways to contribute to the Fedora distribution and the community that surrounds it. We have a large community full of talented and energetic people who enjoy meeting new contributors and helping them learn how to participate in Fedora. The list below provides links to each team and sub-project. Use it to visit a team that interests you. On the team page you can find out how to contact other community members and get involved in the Fedora community. We can’t wait to meet you.

Fedora Sub-Projects For Contributors

- **Fedora Packaging**: Packages programs for distribution through yum
- **Fedora Ambassadors**: Spreads Fedora around the globe
- **Fedora Quality Assurance**: Prevents and fixes bugs for a better Fedora
- **Planet Fedora**: Displays blogs of Fedora contributors
- **Fedora Live CD**: Produces Live CDs for easier testing and installation
- **Fedora Marketing**: Promotes the usage and support of Fedora worldwide
- **Fedora Directory Server**: Provides an enterprise-class LDAP server for Fedora
- **Fedora Websites**: Designs and builds Fedora Project websites
- **Fedora IRC**: Supports the localization of Fedora
- **Fedora Events**: Events of the Fedora community
Fedora Mailing Lists

- https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Communicate#Contributors_Mailing_Lists
- https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Communicate/MailingListGuidelines
- https://www.redhat.com/mailman/admindb/fedora-ambassadors-list
Fedora Mail

- fasaccountname@fedoraproject.org > fas email account
- Voraussetzung = CLA Done + sponsored FAS Group
IRC

- fasname@freenode
  - #fedora-...

- linked gegen FAS
  [10:00] <kital> .fasinfo jsimon
  [10:00] <zodbot> User: jsimon, Name: Joerg (kital) Simon, email: simon@simline.de,
  Creation: 2006-05-06, IRC Nick: kital, Timezone: Europe/Berlin, Locale: en, Extension: 5100606, GPG key ID: C823558E5B5B5688, Status: active
  [10:00] <zodbot> Approved Groups: cla_done fedorabugs packager ambassadors cla_fedora famsco gitfama
  [10:00] <zodbot> Unapproved Groups: None

- Meeting
  - Regeln
  - Logs
  - Voting
Fedora VOIP

- [http://talk.fedoraproject.org/](http://talk.fedoraproject.org/)
  - 919-424-0063 - Raleigh, NC
  - 312-577-0052 - Chicago, IL
  - 978-303-8021 - Westford, MA
  - 650-930-9514 - Sunnyvale, CA
  - 442030518327 – UK

- based on Asterisk
  - voice + conference + voicemail -> username@fedoraproject.org

- sponsored by ServerBeach
Fedora Project Communication & Collaboration

Fedorapeople

[Simon@simux ~]$ ssh jsimon@fedorapeople.org

==================================== ATTENTION ===========================

This is a PRIVATE computer system, unauthorized access is strictly prohibited.

This system is to be used for Fedora Project and related purposes only. It is not your personal computing system. Users who are unsure whether or not they have access to this system, don't have it and should log off immediately.

There is no expectation of privacy of any kind on this system. All queries concerning access should be directed to admin@fedoraproject.org

====================================

This system is puppet managed! Local changes may be overwritten:
http://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Infrastructure/SOP/Puppet

[jsimon@people1 ~]$ ls .. | wc -l
1710

- perfect for uploading specfiles, srpms, patches, personal repository etc, etc.
Fedora Gobby

Fedora 11 Beta:

When Fedora 10 was released, users and press alike gushed: "Slick and stable... has a rock solid feel." "Fast and easy." "A great release." What is next for the free operating system that shows off the best new technology of tomorrow? You can find out at:

http://fedoraproject.org/get-prerelease

We also hope to repeat the crazy success of Fedora 10's Beta contest! Test five things in the Beta that are important to you as a user. If you find a bug *and* report it, you get the free attention of a package maintainer on a problem personally important to you! Do your part to make Fedora 11 that much better.

https://bugzilla.redhat.com/

Among the top features of this ground-breaking release:

- "Desktop Environments" - Updates to Gnome 2.26 and KDE 4.2.1 bring the latest innovations and functionality to desktop users. Xfce and Sugar have also been updated.
SMOLT

Mirrorlist Activity in Past 1 Day for f10 i386 - Last Modified 2009-04-06 11:34:39 GMT - 17493 entries

This product includes GeoLite data created by MaxMind, available from http://maxmind.com/
Fedora Build/Update Framework Koji & Bodhi

Welcome to Koji Web
Recent Builds

Welcome to Bodhi v0.5.20
Latest Updates

CVSROOT=:ext:fasname@cvs.fedoraproject.org:/cvs/pkgs
https://fedorahosted.org/moksha/

Joerg Simon
Fedora Bugzilla

Bug 494069 - Network Manager 0.7.0.99-5 breaks 3G UTMS cards using nozomi kernel module

**Status:** NEW

**Assignee:** Dan Williams (dcbw@redhat.com)

**QA Contact:** Fedora Extras Quality Assurance (extras-qa@fedoraproject.org)

**URL:**

**Whiteboard:**

**Keywords:**

**Depends on:**

**Blocks:**

**Reported:** 2009-04-03 20:32 EDT by Christopher J. Buckley (cbuckley@redhat.com)

**Modified:** 2009-04-06 07:10 EDT (History)

**CC List:** 3 users including you Joerg (kital) Simon (jsimon@fedoraproject.org)

**Fixed in Version:**

**Release Notes:**

**Clone Of:**

**Flags:** (edit)

None Set

---

Fertig

joerg simon
Kalender

- http://publictest15.fedoraproject.org/zikula/
- https://fedoraproject.org/wiki/Infrastructure/Test/Calendaring_Solution